usual to describe a diabetic's life as 'normal': that is subject to the usual social problems but not to extra or special ones. The existence of the British Diabetic Association would seem to contradict this description since it has come into being just because there are special problems. Perhaps it would be true to say that with sufficient education, intelligence, common-sense, a right attitude both on the part of the diabetic and the community at large, and, in addition, suitable conditions as far as home, background, financial circumstances and work are concerned, the diabetic's life could be very near normal, though a special regime has to be followed faithfully. But these qualities in combination are rare-few of them rarer than ' common ' sense-and conditions are seldom ideal. The diabetic is an individual, subject to all sorts of variations in his day-to-day life: uplifted with emotion, cast down by a common cold, perhaps overworked one week and slack the next, struggling to make ends meet or burdened with difficulties at home. While in theory he can be balanced so precisely from the medical point of view that the result is a completely normal person, in reality he will be unlikely to achieve this ideal although many Bibliography continued from page 265--).A. Pvkye,. M'.., M.R.C.P.
